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This p~per develops some of the basic concepts on 
which much of our present-day theory of ground-water hydrau
I ics is founded. Although publ ished in the Transactions ?f 
the American Geophysical Union p part 2 (ppo 519-524j~ August 
1935, the supply of reprints has long since been exhausted 
3nd the paper is now generally to be found only in the better
stocked reference I ibrarieso 

I tis reproduced as pad of the new sed es of 
Ground Water Notes to permit distrib0~ion to all ground
water field personnel for their ready reference and USe. 
Minor changes have been made in notation only~ to be con
sistent with current Branch usageo 

When a well is pumped 01- otherwl~E' discharged~ v(ater levels in 
\. its neighborhood are lowerp.d. Unless this lowering occurs lnstantaneous~ 

Iy it represents a loss of storage~ either by the unwatering of a portion 
of the previously saturated sediments if the aquifer is nonartesian or by 
release of stored water by the compaction of the aquifer due to lowered 
pressure if the aquifer is artesian. The mathematical theory of ground
water hydraul ics has been based, apparently entirely, on a pOSTulate that 
equi I ibrium has been attained and therefore that water-levels are no 
longer- fall ing. In a great number of hydrologic problems D involving a 
wei i or pumping district near or in which water-levels are fall ing» the 
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current theory is therefore not strictly appl icable. This paper investi
gates in part the nature and consequences of a mathematical theory that 
considers the motion of ground-water before equil ibrium is reached and, as 
a consequence~ involves time as a variable. 

To the extent that Darcy~s law governs the motion of ground
water under natural conditions and under the artificial conditions set up 
by pumping, an analogy exists between the hydrologic conditions in an 
aquifer and the thermal conditions in a similar thermal system. Dorey's 
law is analogous to the law of the flow of heat by conduction, hydraul ic 
pressure being an~fogous to temperature, pressure-gradient to thermal 
gradient, permeabi I ity to thermal conductivity, and specific yield to 
specific heat. Therefore, the mathematical theory of heat-conduction 
developed by Fourier and subsequent writers is largely appl icable to hy
draul ic theory. This analogy has been recognized, at least since the work 
of 5! ichter, but apparently no attempt has been made to introduce the 
function of time into the mathematics of ground-water hydrology. Among 
the many problems in heat-conduction analogous to those in ground-water 
hydraulics ore those concerning sources and sinks, sources being analogous 
to recharging wells and sinks to ordinary discharging wells. 

C. I. lubin, of the University of Cincinnati, has with great 
kindness prepared for me the fo I Iowi ng der ivat ion of the equat i on ex
pressing changes in temperature due to the type of source or sink that is 
analogous to a recharging or discharging well under certain ideal condi
tions, to be discussed below. 

The equation given by H. So Carslaw (Introduction to themothe
matical theory of the conduction of heat in sol idS, 2nd ed., p. 152,1921) 
for the temperature at any point in an infinite plane with initial tem
perature zero at any time dJe to an "instantaneous I ine-source coinciding 
with the axis of z of strength QII (involving t'MJ-dimensicnal flow of heat) 
is 

v = ( I ) 

where v = change in temperature at the point x,y at the time t; Q = the 
strength of the source or si nk-- in other words, the amount of heat added 
or taken O'Jt inst'5ntaneously divided by the specific heat"per unit-volume; 
k = Kelvin's coefficient of diffusivity, which is equal to the coeffi
cient of conductivity divided by the specific heat per unit-volume; and 
t'" time. 

The effect of a continuous source or sink of constant strength 
is derived from equation (I) as follows: 

let Q = ~(t') dt' 
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v =~t[ <p(t l ) ]e-(x2 + y2 )/4k(t-t l )Then dt'(x , y , t) 0 4nk(t-tt) 

Let <p(tt) = At a constant 

A It [e-(X 2 + y2)/4k(t-t l )J
Then V = - - dt'(t) 4nk t-t' 

o 
2 u = x + y2

4k( t-t') 

u 

Let 

AL'"' ~ e- ~l [:;2 +Then 
Vet) = 4nk ~t-t'U [ 4k 

(x 2 + y2)/4nkt 

U 
= ~L'"' du4nk e-

u 
. (x 2 + y2)/4kt 

L
-u

The definite integrel, du is a form of the 
u1

1
 

(x 2 + y2)/4kt 

exponentia: integral, tables of which are avai lable (Smithsonian Physical 
Tables, 8th rev. ed., table 32, 1933; the va!IJes to be used are those 
given for Ei t-x), with the sign changed.) The value of the integral is 
given by the series 

e··U du x 2 x3 x4 
o 0 ~ = -0.577216 - loge x + x - ---- + ----- - --=. + 0 0 

U 2.2! 3031 4.4/
! 

Equation (2) can be immediately adapted to ground-water hydrau
I ics to express the draw-down at any point at any time due to discharging 
a wei I. The coefficient of diffusivity, k, is analogous to the coeffi 
cient of transmissibi lity of the aquifer divided by the specific y~e'd. 

(The term "coefficient of transmissibility" is here uSed to denote the 
product of Meinzer's coefficient of permeabil ity and the thickness of the 
saturated portion of the aquifer; it quantitatively describes the ability 
of the aquifer to transmit water. Meinzer's coefficient of permeabit ity 
denotes a characteristic of the material; the coefficient of transmissl
bi lity denotes the analogous characteristic of the aquife~ as a wholeo) 
The continuous strength of the sink is analogous to the dischar'ge rate 
divided by the specific yield. Making these substitutions~ we have 

~ du (4) 
s = 41\T u...2../'"'

r 2S/4Tt 
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in which the symbols have the meanings given with equation (5). In equa
tion (4) the sane units must of courSe be used throughout. Equation (4) 
may be adapted to units commonly used 

/ 
"" 

s • 114.Q.Q e-u 
du (5)-

u 
T I .S7r2S/Tt 

where s = the dr~wdownl In feet, at any ?oj~t in the vicinity of a well 
discharged at a uniform rate; Q = the discharge of the weill in gal Ions a 
minute; T = the coefficient of transmissibility of the aquifer, in gallons 
a day, through each I-foot strip extending the height of the aquifer l under 
a unit-gradient--this is the average coefficient of permeabil ity(Meinzer) 
muttipl ied by the thickness of the aqu ifer; r = the distance from pumped 
well to point of observation, in feet~ S = the ~ecific yield, as a deci
mal fraction; and t = the time the well has been pumped, in days. 

Equation (5) gives the draw-down at any point around ~ wei I 
being discharged uniformly (and continuously) from a homogeneous aquifer 
of constant thickness and infinite areal extent at any time. The intro
duction of the function, tjme~ is the unique and valuable feature of the 
equation. Equation (5) reduces to Thiem1s or Slichter's equation for 
artesian conditions when the time of discharge is large. 

Empirical tests of the equation are best made with the data ob
tained by L. K. Wenzel (Recent investigations of Thiem's method for deter
mining permeabi lity of water-bearing sEdiments, Trans. Amer. Geophys. 
Union, 13th annual meeting, pp. 313-317~ 1932; also Specific yield deter
mined from a Thiem's pumping test, Trans. Amero Geophys. Union, 14th 
Annual Meeting, ppo 475-477 1 1933) from pumping tests in the Platte Valley 
in Nebraska. Figure I presents the comparison of the computed and obse~ed 

draw-downs after two days of pumping. The observed values are those of 
the general ized depression of the water-table as previously determined by 
Mr. Wenzel. The computed values are obtained by equation (5)1 using 
values of permeabil ity and specific yield that are within one per cent of 
those determined by Mr. Wenzel by other methods. The agreement represented 
may be regarded as showi ng either that the draw-downs have been computed 
from known value,S of transmissibility and specific yield or that these 
factors have been computed from the known draw-downs o 

Theoretically, the equation appl ies rigidly only to water-bodies 
(I) which are contained in entirely homogeneous sediments, (2) which have 
infinite areal extent l (3) in which the well penetrates the entire thick
ness of the water-body, (4) in which the coefficient of transmissibil tty 
is constant at all times and in al I places, (5) in which the pumped wei I 
has an infinitesimal diameter, and (6) - appl icable only to unconfined 
water-bodies - in which the water in the volume of sediments through which 
the water-table has f~ len is discharged instantaneously with the fall of 
the water-table. 
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These theoret i cal restr i ct ions have vary i ng degrees of impor
tance in practice. The effect of heterogeneity in the acu ifer can hardly 
be foretold. The effect of boundaries can be considered by more elaborate 
analyses, once they are located. The effect of the well fai I ing to pene
trate the entire aquifer is apparE;>ntly negl igible in many cases. The 
pumped well used in the set-up that yielded the data for Figure I pene
trated only 30 feet into a 90-foot aquifer. The coefficient of transmis
sibil ity must decrease dUring the process of pumping under water-table 
conditions, because of the diminution in the cross-section of the area of 
flow due to the fall of the water-table~ however. it appears from Figure 
I that if the water-table falls through a distance equal only to a small 
percentage of the total thickness of the aqu ifer the errors are not large 
enough to be observed. In artesian aquifers the coefficient of transmis
sibility probably decreases because of the compaction of the aquifer, but 
data on this point are lacking. The error due to the finite diameter of 
the well is apparently always insignificant. 

In heat-conduction a specific amount of heat is lost concomi
tantly and instantaneously with fall in temperature. It appears probable, 
analogously, that in elastic artesian aquifers a specific amou~t of water 
is discharged instantaneously from storage as the pressure falls. In non
artesian aquifers. however, the water from the sediments through which the 
water-table has fat len drains comparatively slowly. This time-lag in the 
discharge of the water made available from storage is neglected in the 
mathematical treatment here given. Hence an error is always present in the 
equation when it is applied to water-table conditions. However. inasmuch 
as the rate of fal I of the water-tabl e decreases progressively after a 
short initial period, it seems probable that as pumping continues the ~ate 

of drainage of the sediments tends tc catch up wi th the rate of fall of 
the water-table, and hence that the error in the equation becomes progres
sively smai ler-. 

For instance. although the draw-downs computed for a 24-hour 
period of pumping in Mr. Wenzel'S test showed a definite lack of agreement 
with the observations, similar computations for a 48-hour periOd gave the 
excel lent agreement shown in Figure i. Unfortunately data for periods of 
pumping longer than 48 hours have not been available. 

The equatIon impl ies that any tw:J observations of d,-aw-dcwn, 
whether at different places or ot the same place at different times~ are 
sufficient to allo\'l ;'he computation of specif ic yield and transmissibi I ity. 
However, more observations are always necessary in order to guard against 
the possibil ity that the computations wi I I be vitiated by the heterogene
ity of the aquifer. Moreover, it appears that the time-lag in the drain
age of the unwatered sediments makes it :mpossible at present to compute 
transmissibil ity and specific yield from observations on water-levels in 
only one observation-weI I during short periods of pumping. Good data from 
artesian wells have not been available. but such data as we have hold out 
the hope that transmissibi I ity and specific yield may be determined from 
data from only one observation-wei I. 
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A useful corollary to equation (5) may be derived from an anely
sis of the recovery of a discharged well. If a well is discharged for a 
known period and then left to recover, the residual draw-down at any in
stant will be the same as if discherge of the well had been continued but 
a recharge well with the same flaY! had been introduced at the Sa-ne point 
at the instant di scharge stopped. The resi dual draw-dcwn at any instant 
wi I I then be 

j 
ex> ex> 

114.69 e-u 
du (2)j

T 'L .87r 2S/Tt - I .87r 2S/Tt I ""'iT" 

where t is the time since discharge started and t' is the time since dis
charge stopped. 

I .87r2SIn and very close to the wei I the quantity wi II be
Tt' 

very small as soon as t' ceases to be small because r is very small. 
In many problems ordinarily met in ground-water hydraul ics, all but i-he 
first two terms of the series of equation (3) may be neglected, so ,'that. 

2
if Z ~ 1.87r S and Z' = 1.87r 2

S equation' (6) may be approximately
Tt Tt' 

rewritten 

114.6Qs' [-0.577 - 10geZ'+ 0.577 + logel ftJT 
= 114.69 loge .L 

T t' 

Transposing and converting ta common logarithms, we have 

T = 2649 10910 (7)s' 

This equation permits the computation of the coefficient of transmissibil i
ty of an aquifer from an observation of the rate of recovery of a dis
charged well. 

Figure 2 shows a plot of observed recovery-curves. The ordlnate$ 
are log (t t')j the abscissas are the distances the water-table I ies below 
its equil ibrium-position. According to equation (7) the points should 
fal I on a straight I ine passing through the origin. Curve A is a plot of 
the recovery of ewell wl1c hin 3 feet of the well pumped for Mr. Wenzel I'S 

test, previously mentioned. Most of the points I ie on a straight line, 
but the I ine passes to the left of the origin. This discrepancy is proba
b I Y due to the fact that the wat er-tab Ie rises f aster than the surrou nd'i ng 
pores are fi I led. The coefficient of permeabi I ity computed from the equa
tion is about 1200. against a probably correct figure of 1000. Curve B is 
plotted from data obta ined fran an artesian weI I near Sal t Lake City. The 
points all fai I according to theory. 
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Curve C shows the recovery of a wei I penetrating only the upp~r 
part of a nonartesian aq...Jifer of comparatively low transmissibility. It 
departs markedly from a straight I ine. This curve probably follows equa
tion (6). but it does not follow ec,uation (7). for in this case 
(1.87r 2S/Tt' is not small. Equation (6), involving rand $, neither of 
which may be known in practice: is not of practical va:ue for the present 
purpose. Further empirical tests may show that it is feasible to project 
the curve to the origin, in the neighborhood of which lo87r 2S/Tt' becomes 
small~ owing to the increase in t and t'. and apply equation (7) to the 
extrapolated values so obtained in order to determine at least an approxi
mat e val ue 0 f the t ransm iss Ib; litY• 

The paramount value of equation (5) apparently I ies in the fact 
that it gives part of the theoretical background for predicting the future 
effects of a given pumping regimen upon the water-levels in a district 
that is primarily dependent on ground-water storage. Such districts may 
include many of those tapping extensive nonartesi3n bodies of ground-water. 
Figure 3 shows the vertical rate of fall of the vmter-Ievel in an infinite 
a0uifer. the water being al I taken from storage. The curves are plotted 
for certain definite values of pumping rate. transmissibil ity. and speci
Hcyield. but by changing the scales either curve could be made appl icable 
to any values set up. 

These 1'heoretical curves agree qualitatively with the facts 
generally observed ~en a well is pumped. The water-level close to the 
well at first falls very rapidly, but the rate of fall soon slackens. In 
the particular caSe considered in Figure 3 the 'water-level at a point 100 
feet from the pumped wet I would rai J during the first year of pumping more 
than half the distance it 'M)uld fall in 1000 years. A delayed effect of 
the pumping is shown ~t distant points. The water-level at a point about 
6 mi les from the pumped well of Figure 3 would fall only minutely for abOJt 
five years but would then begin to fal 1 perceptibly~ al though at a much 
less rate j-han the Water-level close to the well. Incidentally the rate 
of fall after considerable pumping is so small that it might easily lead 
to a false ass'Jmption of equilibrium. The danger in a pumping distrkt 
using ground-water storage I ies in the delayed interference of the wei Is. 
For instance~ although in 50 years one wei 1 would cause a draw-down of 
only 6 inches in another wei I 6 miles away~ yet the lOa wei Is that might 
I ie wi thin 6 mi ~es of a given wei I would cause in it a total draw-down of 
more than 50 feet. 

In the preparation of this paper J have had the indispens~ble 

help not only of Dr. Lubin. who furnished the mathematical keystone of the 
paper. but also of Dr. C. E. Van Orstrand, of the United States Geological 
Survey, and of my col leagues of the GrOJnd Water Division of the Survey. 
who cordially furnished data and criticism. 
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Author's Note: 

The factor! in the equations given is cal led "specific yield" 
in the text of the paper. tater consideration has shown it advisable to 
cal I this term the "coefficient of storage" of the aquifer and to define 
it as the quantity of water in cubic feet that is discharged from each 
vertical prism of the aquifer with basal area equal to I square foot and 
height equal to that of the aquifer when the water level fal Is I foot. 
For non-artesian aquifers this concept is closely akin to that of specific 
yield and. as shown in the paper, computations of its value seem to be in 
close agreement with those determined for specific yield. For artesian 
aquifers, the concept is related to the compressibi lity of the aquifer and 
the value of the coefficient is of a smaller order of magnitude than that 
for non-artesian aquifers. 






